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As the COVID-19 pandemic rages on, clinical trial conduct 
is being reimagined in ways few thought possible not so 
long ago.  Stakeholders are rethinking how to develop 
protocols, consent patients, ensure compliance, and gather 
quality clinical trial data when patients and staff are remote, 
rather than located at traditional trial sites.  As this shift is 
unfolding, patient centricity has stepped to the forefront, 
allowing studies to continue, and helping researchers move 
closer to developing greatly needed vaccines and therapies 
for COVID-19, and for many other conditions.

Patient centricity is a growing and important movement 
within clinical trials, and although an official industry-wide 
definition is lacking1, sponsors often refer to it as adopting 
a culture that puts patients first.  This means embracing 
processes that enable fewer protocol assessments or 
involve greater use of virtual patient-facing technologies 
in clinical trials.2 As part of this effort, digital tools enabling 
remote participation in trials are being introduced to simplify 
how patients participate in studies and communicate with 
sites.  Some examples include tools for electronic clinical 
outcomes assessments (eCOA), wearables, and televisits.  
These solutions give patients a voice in ongoing studies 
at a time when many aspects of clinical trials are quickly 
becoming decentralized, meaning they are being conducted 
either completely or partially outside of a traditional trial 
site via telemedicine and other remote mobile solutions.3   
Although these virtualizing technologies have been 
available for several years, adoption has been slow.  All 
of that changed with the pandemic, resulting in a stunning 
transition to digital tools designed to keep studies going4  
as patient centricity is being repositioned as a standard 
practice.  

Fueling this effort are a spate of recent guidances from 
regulatory agencies, advising stakeholders on conducting 
clinical trials during the pandemic, and highlighting 
technology as key to adopting practices that do not 
compromise study quality while keeping participants and 
staff safe.  In March 2020, the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) released the first of several versions of its guidance, 
stressing that the safety of participants is paramount,5 and 
since participants may be unable to visit the sites, sponsors 
should evaluate alternative methods for studies to continue.  
Examples of other agencies that have released guidances6,7

This is a fast-changing picture, with new information 
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are slated for future use, it is worth noting that some tools 
named as already in use were actually used rarely or no 
more than half the time.  For example, while televisits were 
reported as being used by 45.41% of respondents over the 
past two years, at the same time, 91.86% of them claimed 
to use televisits rarely, or no more than half the time.  This 
is expected to change, however, as 39.18% of respondents 
anticipated adding televisit technology over the next two 
years (Chart 3).  Wearables or sensors provide a similar 
example.  More than one-third of respondents (35.75%) 
reported using them, but of that group, 91% stated that 
they rarely used them or used them no more than half the 
time.  But, going forward, 25.73% are looking to add these 
virtualizing tools over the next two years.

Patients’ Experiences With Patient-Centric Tools

Participants represented sites that have used patient-
centric tools in studies across a vast array of therapeutic 
areas.  With this perspective, they were asked to rate their 
patients’ experiences with those tools, using a scale ranging 
from “extremely negative” to “extremely positive” (Figure 
3).  The survey found that online recruitment technology 
garnered the most positive feedback with 87.5% (77 out of 
88 respondents) claiming their patients’ experiences were 
extremely or somewhat positive.  Televisit technology was 
also well received—83.87% (52 out of 62 respondents) 
reporting extremely or somewhat positive results—although 
as stated earlier, its use remains limited. 

Technology Used Over the Past Two Years Expect to Start Using Over 
the Next Two Years

Decentralized/Virtual Trials 15.46% 42.11%
eConsent 33.33% 49.71%
Televisits 45.41% 39.18%
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highlighted a range of today’s digital/remote tools, such as 
centralized texting as reminders for study visits, iPads or 
laptops to be used for virtual visits and eConsent, eDiaries, 
ePRO that can be completed on a patient’s personal 
smartphone, and more.  At the same time, a number of 
responses expressed a strong desire for a comprehensive 
technology with multiple functionality, rather than continued 
reliance on point solutions.  Here are two examples:

• One piece of technology - NOT 10. Subjects alone 
have to use about three.  That is not patient centricity.

• With too many technologies, patients have trouble 
keeping track of their usernames and passwords.  
Single sign-on would be important if multiple 
vendors are involved.

There is a clear interest among sites in virtualizing tools, 
but several respondents rightly stated that the sponsor or 
contract research organization (CRO)—rather than the 
site—is responsible for choosing the technology associated 
with studies.  And, there is evidence that many sponsors, 
CROs, and collaborative groups are onboard with this trend.  
A small sampling of stakeholders that have voiced support 
for this transition includes: the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) and the National Science Foundation, which put 
forth a white paper entitled, “Digitizing Clinical Trials”10; the 
SWOG Cancer Research Network, which has convened a 
working group to explore this issue11; and the growing wave 
of webinars and literature dedicated to this topic.12, 13, 14, 15 
These groups cite patient interest in safety and convenience 
as particularly fueled by the pandemic, and this sea change 
is expected to continue going forward. The “convenience 
factor” and reduced site visits enabled by telehealth are 
viewed as too attractive to relinquish15, given their potential 
for boosting recruitment, retention, and compliance.3    

The shift toward a more patient-centric style of clinical trials 
has been underway in recent years.  In late 2019, just prior 
to the pandemic, the Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative 
(CTTI) released recommendations on how to adopt 
decentralized clinical trials, with a focus on protocol design, 
use of televisits, data integrity, and safety monitoring as 
investigators embrace mobile technologies.3  Similarly, our 
survey showed that numerous digital tools were widely used 
over the past two years, with eCOA, and e-mail notifications 
leading the way (Figure 2).  Use of decentralized or virtual 
trials has been limited, but the pandemic is expected to 
accelerate this trend, especially with hybrid trials.  

Data from the Society for Clinical Research Sites’ 2020 
Landscape Survey document this finding.16 Only 12% of 
participants claimed to have been approached by sponsors 
or CROs to conduct a fully virtual clinical trial.  Of that 
group, 58% declined the opportunity, citing low budget, not 
comfortable with this style of clinical trial, and patient safety 
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